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Students looking forward to spend-
ing next semester studying in Morris 
Library’s newly renovated third, fourth 
and fifth floors will have to wait until 
mid-February to use the new facilities.
Dean of Library Affairs David 
Carlson said those floors, which were 
slated to be open to students at the start 
of spring semester, would not open 
until a month later.
“The contractor isn’t going to make 
quite the dates he had originally indi-
cated,” he said.
Although the floors were supposed 
to be open to library staff on Oct. 11, 
Carlson said the floors would not be 
available to staff until around Nov. 
19. Carlson estimated he would be 
moving staff into the building around 
mid-January, when he had originally 
planned to start allowing students to 
use the floors. 
He said the postponement was 
related to delays in the installation of 
the heating, ventilation and air condi-
tioning system.
“It sounds like, ‘Oh, so what, so 
people won’t be cool or warm,’ but it’s 
actually much more important than 
that,” Carlson said.
In a new building, the HVAC sys-
tem should be turned on and function-
ing for several weeks before finished 
materials, like ceiling tiles and books, 
are moved in, he said.
 Allison Petty
DAILY EGYPTIAN
 The Undergraduate Student 
Government unanimously passed 
a resolution Wednesday supporting 
SIU President Glenn Poshard in 
light of recent plagiarism allega-
tions.
The resolution stated the USG 
stands behind Poshard as well as his 
service to the university, but does 
not condone plagiarism.
Dylan Burns, a senator rep-
resenting the College of Liberal 
Arts, said he introduced the resolu-
tion because he thinks support for 
Poshard is prevalent among students 
and the community.
“I think the majority of the stu-
dents and the majority of the faculty 
and the majority of the region of 
southern Illinois still back him, even 
though it seems like in the D 
E or in other news sources 
— it seems like from a media stand-
point that there isn’t support for 
him,” Burns said.
The accusations, which concern 
Poshard’s 1984 doctoral dissertation 
and 1975 master’s thesis, may have 
been blown out of proportion, said 
Ken Suzuki, a student senator repre-
senting the College of Liberal Arts.
Suzuki said he voted to pass 
the resolution because he thought 
Poshard’s case was being sensation-
alized for political reasons.
“I do not put the complete blame 
of this on President Poshard himself, 
but I look at the institution and the 
academy for letting this one slip and 
letting it last this long,” Suzuki said. 
“I also highly question the motives 
of those out there who would like to 
bring this up now.”
USG President Demetrous 
White said he would sign the reso-
lution.
“What students need to under-
stand is that we are not backing 
plagiarism by any means and if Dr. 
Poshard plagiarized, he should be 
held accountable. But until that’s 
found, we stand behind him. He’s 
done a great job as president and we 
support him,” White said.
The resolution also states that 
if the accusations of plagiarism 
are found to be truthful, Poshard 
“should be treated as other violators 
are treated.”
Burns said this means the senate 
would not support Poshard’s resig-
nation, though appropriate punitive 
actions should be taken if the allega-
tions are found to be true.  Those 
might include stripping Poshard of 
his doctorate, Burns said.
Poshard has said he would not 
have become president of SIU with-
out his doctoral degree in higher 
education. 
USG 
backs 
Poshard
USG president: 
resolution does not 
support plagiarism
K ngHe just can’t wait to be
At first sight, Ian Gilchrist isn’t an intimidating opponent. The 8-year-old doesn’t say much. He doesn’t have to. Within five moves on the chess board, he can defeat even the most 
experienced chess players. SEE CURRENTS, PAGE 8.
SARAH LATHROP ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Ian Gilchrist, 8, of Marion, left, plays Layton Guyton, of Carbondale, in a pre-tournament game of chess at Longbranch Coffee 
House Sept. 14. Ian placed 4th in his age group at the World Chess Championships in Helkidiki, Greece, in 2006, and hopes to compete 
in the North American Youth Chess Tournament Championship in Mexico in October.  
Library project delayed
JASON JOHNSON ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Morris library will be forced to keep students locked out of 
floors three, four and five a little longer than previously antici-
pated. Due to problems with the heating, ventilation and air con-
ditioning (HVAC) system, the opening has been pushed back one 
month to February.
Opening of  three floors pushed back a 
month to middle of  February 2008
See USG, Page 5See LIBRARY, Page 5
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CALENDAR
Submit calendar items to the 
DAILY EGYPTIAN newsroom, 
Communications 1247, at least 
two days before event, or call 
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.
The calendar is a free service for 
community groups. We cannot 
guarantee that all items will run.
POLICE REPORTS
There are no items to report today.
AccuWeather® 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
FRIDAY
83°
49°
TODAY
82°
44°
SATURDAY
82°
56°
SUNDAY
86°
58°
MONDAY TUESDAY
78° 79°
58° 58°
Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
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NEWS BRIEFS
Bennie Klain speaks
• 4:30 p.m. Today at Browne Auditorium, 
Parkinson 124
• Navajo Film Maker screens and discusses 
four of his films, two which were accepted 
to Sundance Film Festival
“Constructing the 
Exotic” Photographs 
by Michael Buhler 
Rose
• 4:30 p.m. Today at the Communications 
Building, Dean’s Conference Room
• He will be discussing his current work
• Free admission, open to the public
InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship
• 7:00 p.m. Today at the Life Science III 
Auditorium
• This week’s topic: The unreasonable God, 
and his divine fish food
Voices of Inspiration 
Choir Rehearsal
• 7:00 p.m. Every Tuesday and Thursday at 
Lawson 161
• Choir rehearsal for SIU’s Gospel Choir
Couple sentenced for 
allowing underage 
drinking before crash 
WAUKEGAN (AP) — A judge has 
sentenced a suburban Chicago couple for 
allowing underage drinking in their home 
the night of a fatal crash last year.
A jury convicted Jeffrey and Sara Hutsell 
of Deerfield in July of endangering the life 
of a child and obstruction of justice.
Jeffrey Hutsell has to spend 14 days in 
jail and perform 100 hours of community 
service. Sara Hutsell must serve 250 hours 
of community service.
Prosecutors say the Hutsells allowed 
their teenage son to have a party in their 
basement, where alcohol was served.
Two 18-year-olds who attended the 
party — Daniel Bell and Ross Trace  — were 
later killed in a car crash. Bell was driving 
and had a blood-alcohol level of 0.132 
percent.
Jeffrey Hutsell testified he saw no indi-
cation teens were drinking at the house.
Blagojevich, legislative 
leaders meet to discuss 
capital plan 
C H I C AG O  (AP) — Governor Rod 
Blagojevich says he and three legislative 
leaders agree on the scope of a capital bill 
that includes a Chicago casino to pay for a 
state construction program.
House Speaker Michael Madigan, how-
ever, says he plans to hold public hearings 
on the bill, which is pending in the House.
Madigan left early from a morning 
meeting with Blagojevich, Senate President 
Emil Jones, House Minority Leader Tom 
Cross and Senator Christine Radogno. 
Radogno was filling in for Senate Minority 
Leader Frank Watson, who’s out of state 
but participated by phone.
Blagojevich says the meeting was 
“the most constructive and produc-
tive” one they’ve had all year but 
some issues remain to be solved.
Plymouth man gets 30 
years in 10-year-old 
son’s overdose death 
C A R T H AG E  (AP) — A Hancock 
County judge has sentenced a 48-year-old 
man to 30 years in prison in the drug-
induced homicide of his son.
Scott Laskowski was found dead in 
his father’s Plymouth home in 2004 after 
ingesting a lethal dose of a prescription 
painkiller called Oxycodone.
In a videotaped statement played in 
court, Martin Laskowski admitted crush-
ing the painkiller, sleeping pills and other 
drugs and mixing them with his son’s 
soda. He said he and his son had made a 
suicide pact.
Laskowski was found guilty but men-
tally ill in July.
In a rambling statement before he was 
sentenced Tuesday, Laskowski predicted 
he would die in prison and said he just 
wants to be with his son.
Man sentenced in 
wreck that killed 
sheriff candidate
HARDIN (AP) — A Calhoun County 
man who caused a wreck last year that 
killed the county’s chief deputy sheriff has 
been sentenced to six months in jail.
Thirty-year-old Timothy Roth also 
must spend two years on probation after 
serving his time in the June 2006 death of 
33-year-old Brian Gibbons of Kampsville.
Roth was sentenced after pleading 
guilty to driving under the influence of 
alcohol and improper lane usage.
He originally was charged with reck-
less homicide and aggravated driving 
under the influence.
Gibbons had won the Republican 
nomination for sheriff and would have 
faced Democrat Bill Heffington in last 
November’s election. Heffington went on 
to win.
Students express 
displeasure over 
bandana ban 
PEKIN (AP) — Bandanas can be worn 
in your hair and tied around your neck. 
And the small piece of cloth can be kept 
around for blowing your nose.
But bandanas aren’t allowed at Pekin 
Community High School, a policy that has 
led to the suspension of at least 11 stu-
dents, silent protests and much debate.
The district’s student handbook spe-
cifically prohibits wearing bandanas and 
other items — including headbands, sun-
glasses, and clothing that includes chains 
— because of their connection to gang 
affiliation.
Senior Nick Garrard was the first stu-
dent to be suspended for violating the 
policy. He pointed out at a meeting of the 
District 303 School Board late Monday he 
was not a member of a gang. Others said a 
bandana, at times, can be just a bandana.
CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the 
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311, 
ext. 253.
In Tuesday’s edition of the DAILY EGYPTIAN, 
the story “Jackson County nets meth grant,” 
should have said anhydrous ammonia is 
one of the major ingredients in metham-
phetamine. The DAILY EGYPTIAN regrets this 
error.
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 It may seem the Campus 
Shopping Center on the 200 block 
of West Freeman Street is getting a 
bit redundant. 
PackLite Outdoor Gear recent-
ly opened its doors in the space 
Rosetta Stone Bookstore once 
occupied. Located a few feet away 
from Shawnee Trails Wilderness 
Outfitters, which has been in busi-
ness for more than 20 years, the 
PackLite sells some of the same gear 
— backpacks and camping packs 
— as Shawnee Trails. 
Despite the perceived similari-
ties, the respective business owners 
maintain their stores are vastly dif-
ferent.
Taffie Helleny, the owner of the 
Campus Shopping Center, said he 
has made sure the properties in his 
strip have not overlapped through 
the years.
“It’s been a policy of the Campus 
Shopping Center to not rent or 
lease spaces to competing business-
es,” Helleny said.
PackLite, owned by Butch and 
Hway Young Dunn, is a wholesale 
distributor of custom made traveling 
packs. The Dunns, originally from 
Seattle, have stores in their home-
town and in Portland, Ore.
After finding the new storefront 
in the Campus Shopping Center, 
the Dunns were told by Helleny 
they had talk to Rick Reeve, owner 
of Shawnee Trails, before they could 
sign a lease.
“The landlord came and talked 
to me and told me, ‘Don’t piss him 
off ‘cause he’s been here for 20 years,’ 
so I went over and talked to him,’” 
Dunn said.
Reeve, whose store has sold 
sporting goods and camping equip-
ment since 1979, said he and the 
Dunns were able to reach an agree-
ment about what kind of merchan-
dise each store would sell.
“I was kind of worried that they’d 
come in and sell the same kind of 
stuff as their old place,” Reeve said.
Instead, Reeve and Dunn hope 
to work together to bring business 
to the Campus Shopping Center. 
Reeve said he has already referred 
customers of his to PackLite if they 
needed alterations or repairs to their 
equipment.
“Usually, I would have been 
against competing businesses in the 
building,” Reeve said.  “But I think 
we can benefit from them and they 
can benefit from us.”
Before moving to the Campus 
Shopping Center, PackLite sold 
various sporting goods and camping 
equipment. The first Carbondale 
store opened in 1999 on U.S. 
Highway 51 and enjoyed some suc-
cess. The Dunns then decided to 
move the store to Route 13 near 
Reed Station Road, after Butch 
Dunn designed and built a new 
storefront. After enjoying limited 
success, PackLite closed its doors, 
and the Dunns decided to sell their 
merchandise primarily online.
Hway Young Dunn said the rea-
son the business closed originally 
was because it had expanded too 
much.
“I like to keep it small,” Dunn 
said. “I used to have three employ-
ees, but they made a lot of mistakes, 
and I couldn’t work because I had to 
fix their mistakes.”
PackLite’s crew now consists 
only of the Dunns and Hway 
Young’s mother, an immigrant from 
Korea.
Since reopening the store, the 
Dunns said they are focusing on 
selling their custom made backpacks 
to walk-in and online customers.
“We’re just kind of liquidating 
the inventory from the old store,” 
Dunn said. “I’m not buying any new 
things to sell besides the packs.”
David Lopez can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 273 or dave.lopez@siude.com.
Competing businesses find harmony
Owner of PackLite 
Outdoor Gear, Hway 
Young, stands in front of 
a counter after checking 
out a customer. Young 
started the custom bag 
store as a stay at home 
mom after working for 
JanSport 13 years ago.
DUVALE RILEY   
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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H
Experimental drug 
for deadly skin cancer 
shows promise
BARCELONA, Spain (AP) — A very 
early test of an experimental drug seemed 
to slow the spread of advanced deadly 
skin cancer in a small study, the drug’s U.S. 
developer reported in preliminary findings 
Wednesday.
Synta Pharmaceuticals Corp. of 
Lexington, Mass., reported that patients 
with advanced melanoma who got the 
drug survived an average of 3.7 months 
without new cancer lesions, compared to 
1.8 months for those who got the standard 
treatment.
The treatment, given as a pill, is so early 
in development it doesn’t have a name. 
It must pass muster in much more rigor-
ous testing before the company seeks U.S. 
approval.
Synta’s drug is one of several in devel-
opment by other companies trying a new 
strategy against cancer — killing tumor cells 
by overloading them with oxygen.
“We are taking advantage of the Achilles 
heel of cancer cells,” said Dr. Anthony 
Williams, vice president of clinical research 
at Synta Pharmaceuticals.
The drug has no effect on normal cells, 
which can adjust to higher levels of oxygen 
that cause cancer cells to self-destruct.
Doctors who heard the results at the 
European Cancer Organization meeting 
were heartened but said further study is 
needed.
I
Wave of bombings, 
shootings sweeps Iraq, 
kills at least 50 
B AG H DA D  (AP) — A wave of 
bombings and shootings swept Iraq on 
Wednesday, killing at least 50 people and 
raising fears that al-Qaida had launched 
a promised new offensive. The U.S. mili-
tary acknowledged that violence was on 
the upswing and blamed it on the terror 
movement.
Also Wednesday came the announce-
ment that Iraqi and American troops raided 
the Iraqi military academy the day before 
and arrested cadets and instructors alleg-
edly linked to the kidnap-slaying of the 
former superintendent and the abduction 
of his replacement, who was later freed.
Police reported at least six car bomb-
ings around the country Wednesday, an 
increase over the pattern of attacks in 
recent weeks, though U.S. officials insisted 
that violence was still below levels of last 
year.
Wednesday’s deadliest attack occurred 
when a suicide driver detonated an explo-
sives-laden truck close to the home of a 
Sunni Arab tribal leader near Sinjar, 240 
miles northwest of Baghdad.
Sinjar hospital director Kifah 
Mohammed said 10 people were killed 
and nine wounded, including the sheik. 
The sheik’s son, who worked as a govern-
ment contractor, was killed, the director 
said. The U.S. military said the sheik had 
spoken out against al-Qaida.
Six civilians were killed and 28 were 
wounded when a pair of car bombs explod-
ed in an outdoor market in Baghdad’s 
southwestern district of Baiyaa, police said. 
Shiite militias have driven thousands of 
Sunnis from Baiyaa this year.
W
Sen. Larry Craig to stay 
in office pending
ruling in sex sting case 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Larry 
Craig said Wednesday he will remain in 
office while a Minnesota judge consid-
ers his bid to withdraw a guilty plea, 
overturning the senator’s previous state-
ments of intent to resign by Sunday.
The Idaho Republican said he will 
stay in office “for now,” but people close 
to him said he will remain until the 
judge rules. Hennepin County Judge 
Charles Porter said he probably won’t 
decide the matter until next month.
Craig, who originally had planned 
to seek a fourth term next year, pleaded 
guilty in August to disorderly conduct 
following a June 11 sting operation in a 
men’s room at the Minneapolis airport.
Craig’s comments Wednesday were 
greeted with chilly silence from Senate 
Republican leaders who have made 
clear they wish he would step down 
and let Idaho’s GOP governor name a 
replacement. Senate Minority Leader 
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., told reporters 
he had nothing to add to previous state-
ments in which he said he thought 
Craig made the right decision on Sept. 
1, when he announced his intention to 
resign by the month’s end.
Tom Knudson
MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE
GEMADRO, Ethiopia — 
Tucked inside a fancy black box, 
the $26-a-pound Starbucks Black 
Apron Exclusives coffee promised 
to be more than just another bag 
of beans.
Not only was the premium cof-
fee from a remote plantation in 
Ethiopia “rare, exotic, cherished,” 
according to Starbucks advertising, 
it was grown in ways that were good 
for the environment — and for local 
people, too.
Companies routinely boast about 
what they’re doing for the planet, in 
part because guilt-ridden consumers 
expect as much — and are willing 
to pay extra for it. But, in this case, 
Starbucks’ eco-friendly sales pitch 
does not begin to reflect the com-
plex story of coffee in East Africa.
Inside the front flap of Starbucks’ 
box are African arabica beans grown 
on a plantation in a threatened 
mountain rain forest. Behind the 
lofty phrases on the back label are 
coffee workers who make less than 
a dollar a day and a dispute between 
plantation officials and neighboring 
tribal people, who accuse the planta-
tion of using their ancestral land and 
jeopardizing their way of life.
“We used to hunt and fish in 
there, and also we used to have 
honeybee hives in trees,” one trib-
al member, Mikael Yatola, said 
through a translator. “But now we 
can’t do that. ... When we were told 
to remove our beehives from there, 
we felt deep sorrow, deep sadness.”
Few companies have so dramati-
cally conquered the American retail 
landscape as Starbucks. Last year, 
the $7.8 billion company opened an 
average of 25 new stores a week in 
the United States alone. Nowhere 
is Starbucks a more common sight 
than in environmentally conscious 
California, which has 2,350 outlets, 
more than New York, Massachusetts, 
Florida, Oregon and Washington 
— Starbucks’ home state — com-
bined.
No coffee company claims to 
do more for the environment and 
Third World farmers than Starbucks 
either. In full-page ads in the New 
York Times, in brochures and on 
its Web page, Starbucks says that it 
pays premium prices for premium 
beans, protects tropical forests and 
enhances the lives of farmers by 
building schools, clinics and other 
projects.
In places, Starbucks delivers 
on those promises, certainly more 
so than other multinational cof-
fee companies. In parts of Latin 
America, for instance, its work has 
helped improve water quality, edu-
cate children and protect biodiver-
sity.
Inside many Starbucks outlets 
across America, the African decor is 
hard to miss. There are photographs 
and watercolors of quaint coffee-
growing scenes from Ethiopia to 
Tanzania to Zimbabwe. Yet such 
images clash with the reality of 
African life.
Ethiopian Starbucks workers paid $1 a day
TOM KNUDSON ~ MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE
Workers sew up 120-pound bags of coffee near Yirgacheffe, a legendary coffee growing community 
in south-central Ethiopia. The coffee is distributed around the world.
 Anne Flaherty
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WA S H I N G T O N  — 
President Bush and Congress are 
headed toward another showdown 
on war spending, this time spar-
ring over nearly $190 billion the 
Pentagon says is needed to keep 
combat in Iraq afloat for another 
year.
Sen. Robert Byrd, chairman of 
the Appropriations Committee, 
vowed Wednesday not to “rub-
ber stamp” the request and said 
it was time to put Bush’s policies 
in check.
“We cannot create a democracy 
at the point of a gun,” said Byrd, 
D-W.Va., whose speech during 
a Senate hearing on the spend-
ing request was interrupted several 
times by cheers of anti-war pro-
testers.
“Sending more guns does not 
change that reality,” Byrd said.
The tough rhetoric was remi-
niscent of last spring, when 
Congress passed and Bush vetoed 
a bill funding the war through 
September but ordering troop 
withdrawals to begin by Oct. 1. 
Democrats still lack the two-
thirds majority needed to override 
a presidential veto.
If approved, Congress would 
have appropriated more than $760 
billion for the two wars, having 
already approved of $450 bil-
lion for Iraq and $127 billion for 
Afghanistan.
Testifying before Byrd’s panel, 
Defense Secretary Robert Gates 
acknowledged that America’s “dif-
ficult choices” on the war “will 
continue to be a source of friction 
within the Congress, between the 
Congress and the president and in 
the wider public debate.”
But Gates said he hoped 
Congress would approve money 
that is needed by the troops.
“Under some of the most try-
ing conditions, they have done 
far more than what was asked of 
them, and far more than what was 
expected,” he said.
Gates asked Congress to add 
$42 billion to the $147 billion 
already requested for the military. 
The money would pay for the wars 
in Iraq and Afghanistan in the 
2008 budget year, which begins 
Monday.
Gates said the extra money 
was necessary to buy vehicles that 
can protect troops against roadside 
bombs, refurbish equipment worn 
down by combat and consolidate 
U.S. bases in Iraq.
More specifically, the request 
includes another $11 billion for 
7,000 Mine Resistant Ambush 
Protected vehicles. This is in addi-
tion to the 8,000 MRAP vehicles 
already planned for fielding.
Congress has not yet approved 
the money but was on track this 
week to pass a stopgap spending 
bill that would keep the war afloat 
for several more weeks. This gives 
Democrats, divided on whether to 
cut off money for the war, time to 
figure out their next step.
Pentagon seeks $190 billion for 2008 
We cannot create a democracy at the point of a gun. 
Sending more guns does not change that reality.
 
 
— Sen. Robert Byrd
chairman of the Appropriations Committee
“
 Doug Simpson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BATON RO UGE, La. 
— Louisiana Gov. Kathleen Blanco 
said Wednesday that the prosecutor 
in one of the so-called “Jena 6” cases 
has decided not to challenge an 
appellate ruling that sends the case 
to juvenile court.
LaSalle Parish District Attorney 
Reed Walters had earlier said he 
would appeal the state appeals 
court’s decision that 17-year-old 
Mychal Bell’s second-degree battery 
conviction be set aside. The court 
ruled that Bell could not be tried as 
an adult.
Blanco said she had spoken with 
Walters and asked him to reconsider 
pushing to keep the case in the adult 
courts system. She said Walters con-
tacted her Wednesday to say he had 
decided not to appeal the ruling.
“I want to thank him for this 
decision he has made,” Blanco said.
Bell, who remains behind bars, 
was one of six Jena High School 
teens arrested after a December 
attack on a white student, Justin 
Barker. Five of the six teens initially 
were charged with attempted sec-
ond-degree murder, though charges 
for four of them, including Bell, were 
later reduced. One teen hasn’t been 
arraigned, and the case of the sixth, 
handled as a juvenile, is sealed.
Blanco made her announcement 
at a news conference with activists 
Martin Luther King III and the 
Rev. Al Sharpton. Sharpton said he 
hopes a bond will be set low enough 
to allow for Bell’s release, and he 
thanked Blanco for getting involved 
in the matter.
“I want to congratulate her for 
showing leadership,” Sharpton said. 
“And I want to congratulate the dis-
trict attorney for good judgment.”
Blanco said Walters gave her 
permission to announce his deci-
sion, and that he planned to discuss 
his decision publicly on Thursday. A 
phone call placed at Walters’ home 
went unanswered Wednesday.
The case brought more than 
20,000 protesters to the central 
Louisiana town of Jena last week 
in a march that harkened back to 
the demonstrations of the 1950s 
and ‘60s.
Critics accuse local officials of 
prosecuting blacks more harshly than 
whites. They note that no charges 
were filed against three white teens 
suspended from the high school for 
allegedly hanging nooses in a tree 
on campus — an incident that was 
followed by fights between blacks 
and whites, including the attack on 
Barker.
Walters has condemned the 
noose incident — calling it “abhor-
rent and stupid” in a New York 
Times op-ed piece Thursday — but 
said the act broke no Louisiana law.
DA won’t challenge ‘Jena 6’ case appeal
“Otherwise they start taking on 
bad qualities like mold and mildew 
and dust and that stuff,” Carlson 
said. “The place sort of needs to be 
cleaned out and cleaned up.”
Once the HVAC system is 
turned on, Carlson said construc-
tion activities like sanding cannot 
be allowed.
Andrew Jaworowski, a junior 
from Chicago studying history, 
said he was OK with the wait. 
“They’re just trying to take their 
time and do things right the first 
time rather than having to go back 
and go, ‘Now we have to take it all 
down again,’” Jaworowski said.
Carlson said he did not think 
this delay would affect the rest of 
construction. 
The completion of the sixth 
and seventh floors could be put 
on hold, however, if the state of 
Illinois does not pass a capital 
construction bill to pay for the end 
of the project. The Illinois Senate 
approved the Capital Construction 
Plan last week but the bill still 
awaits approval by the Illinois 
House and the governor.
The legislation would allow 
$21.8 million to be directed toward 
completion of the library, said 
Dave Gross, executive assistant for 
government relations at SIU. He 
said library administrators have 
estimated $16 million would be 
needed to complete the sixth and 
seventh floors and provide some 
equipment. 
Gross said he hoped the entire 
$21.8 million would not be neces-
sary, but he said the cost of the 
project has fluctuated in the past.
“If we don’t get the money to 
complete the project from the 
state, it will have to come from the 
university. That’s why President 
Poshard has been in Springfield so 
much lately,” Gross said. 
Amanda Anderson, a sopho-
more from Belleville studying 
marketing, said she avoids going 
to the library while it is under con-
struction but orders books from 
the library’s Web site and picks 
them up.
“I feel like, being at college, you 
should have pretty easy access to 
a library,” Anderson said. “That’s 
a big deal. I know it’s going to be 
better in the long run, but for us 
now, it sucks because we’re not 
going to have a library.”
Brandy Oxford can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 255 or boxford@siu.edu.
Burns said the resolution might 
not hold weight considering 
Poshard’s doctorate led to his serv-
ing as university president.
“If it is a requirement and they 
take his degree away, I guess he 
would then lose his job, which 
would make the resolution mean-
ingless,” Burns said.
Another resolution was passed 
to increase the amount of light-
ing in the University Park area. 
Brandon Allen, a senator repre-
senting Brush Towers, said he 
introduced the resolution after he 
heard of incidents of violence near 
University Park.  
Allison Petty can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 259 or apetty@siu.edu.
USG
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
LIBRARY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
USG President 
Demetrous White 
Jr., left, talks 
with Senator 
Joe Yancey at 
the USG meeting 
Wednesday.  The 
Senate passed a 
resolution that “USG 
stands strongly 
against plagiarism 
in all its forms” 
but “believes in 
President Poshard’s 
leadership and 
strongly encourag-
es him to continue 
his work with the 
university.”
BRANDON CHAPPLE
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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The United States has just 
concluded National Clean 
Hands Week, brought to you 
by the Soap and Detergent 
Association. Let’s see those 
fingernails. Just as we 
suspected: They need a good 
scrub.
The soapmakers and their 
partners, the American Society 
for Microbiology, would 
like to remind us to wash 
our hands before and after 
meals or snacks, before and 
after preparing food, before 
changing a diaper or wiping 
a runny nose, after using the 
restroom, after petting the dog, 
after touching a public surface 
or whenever you or someone 
around you is ill or breathing. 
Right now, in other words. Yes, 
we know you washed at the end 
of the first paragraph, but it’s 
time to do it again.
A national obsession with 
germs is evident everywhere. 
There are free wet-wipes at 
the grocery store so you can 
clean the previous shopper’s 
nasty fingerprints off the cart. 
Preschools are teaching our 
kids to sneeze into their sleeves 
instead of their hands and 
to lather up at the sink long 
enough to sing a full chorus 
of “Happy Birthday to You.” 
Back-to-school supply lists 
demand “two large bottles of 
hand sanitizer.” We have not 
one, but two weeks devoted to 
hand-washing awareness (the 
other is in December), and 
there’s an impressive body of 
research out there to assure us 
that our lives, and especially 
our hands, are crawling with 
pathogenic microbes.
If you’re reading this 
while eating at your desk, for 
example, you should know that 
a researcher at the University 
of Arizona has determined the 
average office desk has 400 
times more bacteria than the 
average toilet seat. We’ll wait 
right here while you go wash 
up.
And don’t 
even think about 
cheating. There 
could be spies. 
Harris Interactive 
researchers 
stationed in 
restrooms at six 
public venues 
— including 
Chicago’s Shedd 
Aquarium and 
Museum of 
Science and 
Industry — noted recently 
that only 77 percent of patrons 
washed their hands after using 
the facilities. In a separate 
phone survey, 92 percent 
claimed they always wash.
The study also noted a 
distinct gender gap: 90 percent 
of women were observed 
soaping up, compared to 75 
percent of men. This mirrors 
the findings of the Soap and 
Detergent Association’s 2007 
“Clean Hands Report Card,” 
which notes that 97 percent 
of moms and only 89 percent 
of dads said they always wash 
their hands after using the 
bathroom.
Still another study, however, 
found that women are more 
likely than men to invoke the 
“three-second rule,” which 
stipulates that food dropped 
on the floor can be safely eaten 
if it’s scooped up within three 
seconds. One problem with that 
theory is that your hands are 
probably as grubby as the floor. 
If you must pick 
up that fallen 
morsel, wash 
your hands first!
The dire 
warnings make 
perfect sense 
if you stop to 
think, which 
we’d rather 
not. How 
many others 
have touched 
that doorknob, 
that drinking 
fountain, that pen, that 
dollar bill? Whose dirty paws 
have been on the computer 
keyboard, the milk carafe at 
Starbucks, the bowl of mints 
next to the restaurant cash 
register, the remote control in 
your hotel room? Scariest of 
all, though, are your own two 
hands. You know where they’ve 
been. Now go wash them.
This editorial appeared in the 
Chicago Tribune on Sunday.
How many 
others have 
touched that 
doorknob, 
that drinking 
fountain, that 
pen, that dollar 
bill? 
Want to do your part?
Check out these sites:
� www.energycrisis.orgwww.fueleconomy.gov
www.green.yahoo.com
“Nice car. How’s your gas 
mileage?”
If you’ve been around someone 
with a new car recently, you’ve 
probably heard this phrase or even 
said it yourself.
And with gas prices hovering 
near $3, it’s nice to know how 
many arms and legs you’re going 
to need to give up this year to fuel 
your sweet ride.
But miles per gallon ratings 
aren’t really meant to help you keep 
your pocketbook fat.
Ratings are issued by the 
EPA. And in case anyone needs 
a friendly reminder, I’ll tell you 
what that acronym stands for — 
Environmental Protection Agency.
The EPA is implementing 
a new system to determine the 
estimated mpg to expect from a car, 
improving accuracy and taking into 
account today’s new technology 
— namely, hybrid vehicles.
Hybrid cars take advantage of 
friction from a car’s brakes, making 
the cars more fuel-efficient. Less 
fuel burnt means less money in the 
tank and less yucky going into the 
air we breathe. 
But people are scared to buy 
hybrids because they are rare and 
fixing them can be expensive and 
timely. It’s going to take more than 
a few brave souls to get the ball 
rolling on the next phase in the 
fight for the environment.
According to a Time article in 
the Oct. 1 edition, satellite images 
of the North Pole show the Arctic 
ice cap is at least 25 percent smaller 
than it was 30 years ago. And the 
more the ice melts, the faster it 
melts. The lack of ice in the North 
Pole has spurred a rush between 
five countries — including the 
United States, Canada and Russia 
— to be the first to utilize the 
untapped natural resources.
But there seems to be a lack 
of concern that a large part of the 
polar ice caps is disappearing.
It’s unfortunate those resources 
brought about the North Pole’s 
demise in the first place. Green 
house gasses — a result of burning 
fossil fuels — have debatably 
warmed the atmosphere and caused 
the polar ice caps to melt. 
And for the first time in 
recorded history, the Northwest 
Passage exists as a usable trade 
route. The disappearance of the 
ice masses has left wildlife such as 
caribou and polar bears with much 
less land area to inhabit. Less land 
means less animals survive.
If we weren’t so dependent 
on these resources we’d have two 
reasons not to fight over them 
now: we wouldn’t be able to get to 
them and we wouldn’t need to. But 
dependence on oil is so strong we’re 
willing to travel to one of the most 
remote places on Earth for what 
could potentially be enough oil to 
fuel the United States for just four 
years.
So maybe it would be good 
for our president to forget about 
fighting for the economics of 
the North Pole and help the 
House and Senate sort out the 
inconsistencies that exist between 
their separate energy bills.
The Senate wants to increase 
fuel efficiency from 25 mpg to 35 
mpg by 2020 but the House has 
yet to jump in the Senate’s hybrid 
vehicle. The House instead is 
stressing the need for at least 15 
percent of electricity for utilities to 
be produced from renewable energy 
sources, also by 2020. 
Together, both energy bills have 
the potential to do great things for 
the environment. To quote Honest 
Abe, “A house divided against itself 
cannot stand.” In the fight for our 
environment, we’re all on the same 
team.
The government has taken a 
few baby steps toward encouraging 
the purchase of hybrids, including 
a tax credit of up to $3,400 for 
qualified hybrids purchased after 
Dec. 31, 2005. Some state programs 
offer discounts to hybrid purchasers 
on insurance or the vehicle itself. 
And when it all comes down to 
it, the environment losing means 
we lose.
These little sparks of hope show 
some people care. But these sparks 
won’t ignite until everyone cares. 
Lohman is a junior studying 
journalism.
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GUEST COLUMNIST
As a Latina visiting this semester, 
I was introduced to a new minor at 
SIUC that combines Latin American 
and Latino Studies. It has something 
in common with the term Hispanic in 
this month’s celebration of a cultural 
heritage. 
They both misidentify the largest 
minority and its history in the United 
States. 
The Spanish Europeans (or 
Portuguese, in Brazil) conquered 
the native peoples of, and brought 
black African slaves to, what is now 
Latin America. A hybrid resulted 
called mestizaje, which 
separated us from 
the white or criollo 
Hispanic. 
In the United 
States, “Hispanic” is an 
imposed term. Adopted 
by the government in 
the 1960s to enumerate 
Spanish-surnamed 
people, it identifies us 
with our colonizer, thus 
denying our indigenous 
roots. It lumps together 
Latinos with non-
Latinos, and incorrectly 
attributes to people from Spain or 
to Latin Americans, the minority 
experiences that in fact, in the U.S. are 
borne uniquely by Latinos. 
Latinos are citizens and permanent 
residents of the United States, 
descendants of Mexicans annexed in 
1848 or immigrants or descendants of 
immigrants from Latin America and 
the Spanish-speaking Caribbean. The 
most diverse group in the U.S., we also 
vary in degrees of acculturation and 
assimilation. 
We are bicultural and bilingual, 
or speak Spanish only, English only, 
or Spanglish. We are predominantly 
bronze but include all colors; poor 
but include all socio-economic levels; 
Catholic but increasingly affiliate 
with other religions; and Democrats 
but include a significant number of 
Republicans. 
Most Latino history in the U.S. 
is marked by discrimination. This 
includes forced displacement from 
our homelands, lynching, housing, 
job and judicial discrimination, 
inequitable health care, political 
powerlessness, over-representation in 
the military and its casualties, lack of 
or limited educational access, and a 
mis-education of Latino students that 
devalues our native history, language, 
and cultural heritage. 
Latinos live in every state of 
the Union, affecting the national, 
state and local economies; the legal, 
political, health care, human services 
and educational systems; the housing 
and consumer markets; the fashion, 
restaurant and music industry; the 
performing arts and Hollywood. 
Southern Illinois’ reliance on 
Mexican workers mirrors our national 
dependence on 
Latino agricultural 
labor. Chicago’s meat-
packing industry, 
Pennsylvania’s steel 
mills, the southwest’s 
gold, silver and 
copper mining, and 
the railroad system 
facilitating national 
and international 
commerce all 
relied on Mexican- 
American and Puerto 
Rican labor. 
Latino immigrants 
working as seamstresses, cooks, 
gardeners, nannies or housekeepers 
show an occupational concentration 
in the service sector. Other Latinos 
participate in higher education, 
science, medicine, technology, business, 
the arts, international and diplomatic 
relations, and political leadership. 
Young Chicano and Puerto Rican 
activists in the 1960s were beaten 
or killed because they demanded 
educational reform. Their sacrifices 
are part of our Latino history and 
are acknowledged in Latino Studies 
degree programs now offered in 
colleges and universities. 
As a beneficiary of the 1960s 
movements, I prefer to view the new 
Latino/Latin American Studies Minor 
not as an arena for debate, but as this 
institution’s beginning recognition of 
a legacy.
Dr. Chavira-Prado is a visiting 
assistant professor teaching
 anthropology.
GUEST COLUMN
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Southern 
Illinois’ reliance 
on Mexican 
workers mirrors 
our national 
dependence 
on Latino 
agricultural 
labor. 
Protest story didn’t 
merit Page 1
D E A R  E D I T O R :
Why on earth would a failed attempt 
at a protest be front-page news unless 
the tone of the article was to highlight its 
failed attempt? This article celebrated the 
“well-organized” activists and how fliers 
were up in all the dorms!  
Wow, what a success.  Simple math 
says 120 protesters equates to less than 
0.6 percent of the student population, and 
that is assuming all 120 were “protesters.”  
Wouldn’t our precious natural resource of 
paper be better used on an issue of some 
substance?  The attendance combined from 
two years of walkouts have failed to draw 
what Pinch Penny can draw in one night.  
Maybe the DE needs to focus on 
something else.  How about the number of 
patrons from Pinch that drank too much 
on Saturday?  I am sure that number is 
even higher than 0.6 percent of the student 
population.  This article is just one more 
example of petty liberal media bias.
Anthony Kulis
senior studying computer engineering
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
If you are a senior with an 
extra $140 on your hands, I 
would consider canceling that 
party. With grad school just 
around the corner for some of us, 
the next step forward is probably 
to take the GRE.
The idea of a standardized 
test gives some the heebie-
jeebies. After all, one exam 
lasting around two and a half 
hours will determine if you make 
the cut for grad school funds 
or have to scramble for a loan. 
Just one exam. That one exam 
is supposed to tap into all the 
knowledge that you have gained 
over a lifetime. 
So, does it? That is up for 
debate. After all, your knowledge 
is much different than anyone 
else’s. So, unless that exam is 
written for you, it probably 
won’t examine your ability. It 
will simply examine yours in 
comparison with a base-line of 
accepted, this-is-what-you-need-
to-know information.
One of my big complaints 
about standardized exams is 
the cost. For a college student, 
taking an exam like the 
GRE, or other exams to enter 
master’s programs, is expensive 
— especially when many of us 
live below the poverty line. Now, 
many take their exams more than 
once to try to get a better score. 
This requires reaching into the 
piggy bank again to exchange the 
savings account for an exam.
Another problem with these 
exams is that people tend to take 
them over and over again. This 
may not seem like such a big 
problem on the surface. After all, 
if you get an unsatisfactory score, 
it is your prerogative to take it 
again and try to get a better one. 
If the master’s program that you 
are wanting to get in to requires 
a better score than the one you 
received, you can try again for a 
better score. However, with so 
many taking the exam again, the 
results are skewed. 
An average score is no longer 
acceptable — you must retake. 
Therefore, there is no longer 
such a thing as “this was the best 
I could do.” You can do better if 
you take it again. 
Now, after taking the exam 
once already, you have helpful 
hints and understand the 
structure of the exam. It puts you 
at an advantage over the first-
time test takers. This may mean 
that a better student that took 
the exam once gets placed lower 
than an average student that took 
the exam many times. 
Is this a problem? Does 
persistence count when you are 
going to grad school? Some 
would argue it does; however, 
that is not what the exam 
was scoring or what the grad 
program set out to analyze.
My final complaint with 
standardized exams is that they 
are the standard for any aid 
that you get from the school. 
Generally, the program looks 
at everything else you have 
done but bases a substantial 
amount on an exam that 
probably took less than three 
hours to complete. Therefore, 
your academic career is made or 
broken in a little less than the 
amount of time it takes to watch 
“Gandhi.” That is a little far-
reaching for me. To think that 
my entire lifetime of learning is 
scored by one exam that did not 
take very long to finish is bizarre.
At any rate, I don’t think that 
schools will change this aspect 
of their judgment very soon. So, 
grab a two-liter of Pepsi, a carton 
of ice-cream, your test prep guide 
and, of course, your checkbook.
Lindsay is a senior studying 
journalism.
Entrance exams 
are overrated
COLLEEN LINDSAY
celind@siu.edu
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chess, Gilchrist said. But Ian and Josh still make 
a strong team, in spite of replacing chess with a 
variety of Star Wars video games. 
Instead of trading kings and queens on a chess-
board, the two boys total up points by shooting 
down the most “Tye Fighters” and building the 
biggest space stations.
Ian said his best friends at Washington 
Elementary School in Marion think his chess 
ability is cool but would not want to play him in 
a game.
“Right now, I could probably count on one 
hand the amount of people, including adults, that 
could beat him (from Marion),” Dave Gilchrist 
said.
Yusuke Nagai, a marketing student at SIUC and 
coordinator of a chess tournament at Longbranch 
Coffee House, played Ian in two games of chess 
last Friday night. 
Nagai said Ian is a fit opponent for any level of 
chess player. 
“He’s an 8-year-old boy and he can beat me. 
He’s excellent for his age,” Nagai said. 
Most of the top 100 players in Ian’s age group 
have grand masters as coaches. Nagai and Gilchrist 
both said they hoped Ian could have the same 
opportunity some day.
Get your game on
The Gilchrist family are regulars at an unof-
ficial gathering Sunday nights at Barnes & Noble 
Booksellers in Carbondale. Chess players of all ages 
and experience levels from around the area have 
used the bookstore as a meeting place for pickup 
games. 
Ian is shy when asked about his chess games. 
He isn’t one to brag that he is considered one of the 
best young players in the game. He would rather 
have dad talk about his victories at tournaments 
and beating adults in 4-7 moves.
If anyone wanted to question the second grad-
er’s chess skills, Ian would only have to show them 
one of the two walls filled with trophies at his 
home. Some of the awards are as tall, if not taller, 
than the miniature marvel. 
At a tournament over the Labor Day weekend, 
Ian found himself playing two games at the same 
time.
That’s one of the few things he finds challeng-
ing. 
“You have to think at two boards at the same 
time,” Ian said.
Ian does not have a teacher outside of his 
dad, who coached chess state champions while 
in college. He practices using a members-only 
online chess club called Internet Chess Club. The 
chess Web site, which Dave Gilchrist compared 
to the Chess on Yahoo! Games, is frequented by 
tournament players of all ages. Player profiles are 
anonymous, which makes it impossible for anyone 
to know they are playing someone Ian’s age. The 
only information about a player made available is 
their Elo rating.
The Elo rating system is a set of equations 
used since the 1960s to rank a competitor’s ability 
in games like chess, basketball and more recently 
World of Warcraft. Player ranks range from 1,000 
to 3,000 – although 3,000 is never achieved because 
it is “perfect.” Eight “classes” are broken down by 
increments of 200 points to better classify a player.
Ian will go to Mexico with an Elo ranking 
around 1,100. A typical adult-tournament player 
is ranked nearly 1,700, Dave Gilchrist said. Ian has 
beaten a player ranked that high on ICC.
Ian also practices by re-playing games he lost 
with his dad, who can then point out mistakes 
and try to correct them. He is able to recreate 
these losses by playing every game of chess with a 
Monroi – a handheld device that stores a player’s, 
and opponent’s, moves. 
Chess Life magazine prints puzzles the 
Gilchrist family adds into its practice schedule. Ian 
has outscored his dad in the last few puzzles they 
have solved.
“It’s what we’re driving for: for him to be the 
best out of southern Illinois,” Dave Gilchrist said.
Four-year-old Hailey is the next Gilchrist to 
learn chess. Hailey has learned how knights move 
from watching her older brother play games on 
ICC or against their dad with one of the several 
chessboards in the Gilchrist home. 
Ian and his family are modest about their stron-
ger chess abilities. Even if he appreciates his higher 
position in the chess world, the story about how he 
got there comes from those who witnessed it all. 
While they tell that story, Ian continues his quest 
to become a master one move at a time.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 274 or 
barton.lorimor@siude.com.
 Bobby Fischer may have disappeared off the chess radar, but 8-year-old Ian Gilchrist is ready to take his place.
The rural Marion prodigy is on track to 
accomplish his goal of someday being a chess 
master. His next major challenge will be the 
North American Youth Chess Tournament 
Championships in Mexico during the first 
weekend of October. If he wins, the U.S. Chess 
Federation will pay Ian’s expenses to represent 
the United States in the 2008 Pan-Am Youth 
Tournament.
Ian has been playing chess for six years. 
Those six years have been packed with acco-
lades. 
He was a national champion in December 
2005. He also finished first out of 43 com-
petitors in a St. Louis tournament for fifth 
graders.
The thing is, he was in kindergarten. 
He also tied for fourth place out of 263 
kids in the 2007 National K-1 Elementary 
Championships and was fourth in his age 
group at the 2006 World School Chess 
Championships, which was a tournament held 
in Greece.
Dave Gilchrist, Ian’s father and a realtor 
associate for Coldwell Banker, said he decided 
to teach his children chess because careers in 
the NBA are limited.
“I might as well teach him something I am 
good at,” said Gilchrist, who first learned to 
play chess at 16.
More than kings and queens
Chess is one of the reasons Dave Gilchrist’s 
children have been successful in school without any 
extra study time, Gilchrist said. Ian and 9-year-old 
brother Josh have seen grades averaging 98 percent 
because of their more developed minds from early 
exposure to chess.
 “Any kid can be a great chess player. They don’t 
have to be the biggest, strongest or even the smart-
est. They just have to show a passion for the game,” 
Dave Gilchrist said.
Ian and Josh were the No. 3 U.S. Kindergarten 
team in December 2004. A team’s score is a com-
bination of points players earn individually from 
games. Even though Ian was in Pre-K at the time 
of the competition, the Gilchrist brothers earned 
enough points to defeat teams of three players as 
well.
Josh has decided to try other things outside of 
 Ian Gilchrist, of 
Marion, peers 
at the chess 
pieces before 
beginning his 
second round 
match of the 
King of Chess 
Tournament on 
Friday. His father 
is programming 
the name of his 
opponent into 
a Monroi game 
recording device. 
 Eight-year-old 
Ian, center, 
watches his 
opponent, 
Kusuke Nagai, 
a senior from 
Japan studying 
marketing, in 
the first round of 
the King of Chess 
Tournament 
at Longbranch 
Coffee House 
Sept. 14. 
 Ian records every move made during 
his chess matches into a ‘Monroi’ game 
recording device so his father can replay 
the match and analyze it with him later. 
ABOVE:  Christoph Karottki, right, a freshman from Lisle studying mechanical engineering and music performance, faced Ian in the 
King of Chess Tournament Friday. 
 Ian Gilchrist watches 
his opponent, 
Christoph Karottki, 
Friday during the 
second round of 
the King of Chess 
Tournament. 
 BELOW RIGHT: Chess enthusiasts gathered around the match between 8-year-old Ian and 18-year-old Karottki as it came to an end 
during the King of Chess Tournament. 
 BELOW LEFT: Before Ian’s second-round match begins, Ian’s father and chess instructor, Dave Gilchrist, tells him to remain focused 
and to take his time.  
siuDE.com
Care to see what the 
competition in Mexico 
is up against? 
Online Exclusive
See www.siuDE.com for a video 
on Ian Gilchrist and his family.
siuDE.com
Story by Barton Lorimor
Photos by Sarah Lathrop
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Six Catholic nuns in Arkansas excommunicated for heresy
Andrew Demillo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.  — Six 
Catholic nuns have been excommuni-
cated for heresy after refusing to give 
up membership in a Canadian sect 
whose founder claims to be possessed 
by the Virgin Mary, the Diocese of 
Little Rock announced Wednesday.
The Rev. J. Gaston Hebert, the 
diocese administrator, said he noti-
fied the nuns of the decision Tuesday 
night after they refused to recant the 
teachings of the Community of the 
Lady of All Nations, also known as 
the Army of Mary.
The Vatican has declared all mem-
bers of the Army of Mary excommu-
nicated. Hebert said the excommu-
nication was the first in the diocese’s 
165-year history.
“It is a painfully historic moment 
for this church,” Hebert said.
The six nuns are associated with 
the Good Shepherd Monastery of 
Our Lady of Charity and Refuge in 
Hot Springs. Sister Mary Theresa 
Dionne, one of the nuns excommuni-
cated, said the nuns will still live at the 
convent property, which they own.
“We are at peace and we know 
that for us we are doing the right 
thing,” the 82-year-old nun said. “We 
pray that the church will open their 
eyes before it is too late. This is God’s 
work through Mary, the blessed 
mother, and we’re doing what we’re 
asked to do.”
At a news conference, Hebert 
said the nuns “became entranced 
and deluded with a doctrine that is 
heretical.” He said church officials 
removed the Eucharist — which 
Catholics revere as the body of 
Christ — from the monastery on 
Tuesday night.
Hebert said the sect’s members 
believe that its 86-year-old founder, 
Marie Paule Giguere, is the reincar-
nation of the Virgin Mary and that 
God speaks directly through her.
Excommunication bars the nuns 
from participating in the church 
liturgy and receiving communion or 
other sacraments.
The diocese said the action was 
taken after the Congregation for the 
Doctrine of the Faith issued a decla-
ration dated July 11 that the Army 
of Mary’s teachings were heretical 
and automatically excommunicated 
any who embraced the doctrine.
Hebert said the diocese had 
known for years that the nuns were 
following the sect and said church 
officials in the past had encouraged 
them to come back into the fold.
According to the Catholic News 
Service, the Army of Mary was 
founded in Quebec in 1971 by 
Giguere, who said she was receiving 
visions from God.
Dionne said she does not know 
if Giguere is the reincarnation of the 
Virgin Mary, but said she believes 
God communicates through the 
sect’s founder.
“She is doing only what God and 
Mary tells her to do,” Dionne said.
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Sudoku By The Mepham Group
Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle
Complete the grid so each row, column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved. 9/27/07
Level: 1 2 3 4
by Justin Borus and Andrew FeinsteinGirls and Sports
by Glenn McCoy The Duplex
(Answers tomorrow)
NEWSY CRACK HARDLY SCORCHYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: Why the con man planted trees in his 
back yard — IT WAS “SHADY” WORK
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
NAVER
HASQU
BELBUB
NULRUY
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
www.jumble.com 
A ”“Print answer here:
(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services. 
By Linda C. Black
Today’s birthday. You remember 
the route to Carnegie Hall: “practice, 
practice, practice!” That’s what you’ll 
get to do this year. Your destination 
makes it all worthwhile.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the 
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — 
Today is a 7 — For the next several 
weeks, it’s best to keep your cards close 
to your chest. Don’t let anybody know 
what you have, or what you intend to 
do with it.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today 
is a 5 — You don’t have to say a thing, 
but make very sure the person who’s 
speaking for you has your best inter-
ests at heart. You’ll be able to tell.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — 
Today is an 8 — Devote more time 
to planning for the next several weeks. 
You’ll be able to see what parts of your 
routine are inefficient. Get rid of the 
stuff that’s slowing you down.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today 
is a 5 — Don’t carry the burden all by 
yourself. Confide to a person you trust. 
You don’t have to tell everybody your 
woes, but it’s sure good to share with 
a friend.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today 
is an 8 — Don’t tell everybody about 
your great ideas yet. There are still 
quite a few bugs to work out. Better 
wait until the product’s finished. Avoid 
unwanted criticism.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today 
is a 6 — You’ve been plagued by distrac-
tions lately, as you may have noticed. That 
condition is starting to pass. It’s becoming 
easier to stay on track.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today 
is an 8 — You’ll think of new ways to 
make money in the next few weeks. You’ll 
be thinking about it in your sleep, which 
increases your study time.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today 
is a 6 — You’re entering a phase that will 
last for several weeks, wherein you have 
super-human cogitative powers. That 
means you’ll be extra smart. Use these 
talents to benefit others, as well as yourself, 
of course.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
— Today is an 8 — You’re not the best 
person in the world to trust with a secret. 
Your mission in life is to disperse informa-
tion, but you could try. That’s one of your 
lessons to learn in the next two weeks. 
Practice discretion.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today 
is a 6 — You’re in a difficult situation. You 
may not know quite what to do. Consult 
your friends and family. They’ll set you on 
the right path.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today 
is an 8 — The material you’re studying 
now is the sort that makes dreams come 
true. You have the picture in your mind. 
Learn how to draw it on paper or what-
ever.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today 
is a 5 — The check comes in, just in the 
nick of time. Now you can fix that thing at 
home that’s just about to fall apart. Don’t 
know what? Look around.
THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS 
1 Suffer defeat
5 Perfect
10 Join the game
14 Hertz rival
15 Ancient 
Scandinavian
16 Actress Russo
17 Start of John 
Barrymore 
quote
20 “Kidnapped” 
author’s inits.
21 Seductress
22 Newton’s fruit?
23 ID info
24 Steady states
25 Part 2 of quote
31 Rhone feeder
32 Hebrew month
33 Cuts short
37 Gasteyer of “SNL”
38 Flag feature
41 Cereal grain
42 Called up
44 After-shower 
wear
45 Study by Chopin
47 Part 3 of quote
50 Finlay of “Great 
Expectations”
53 Tic-tac-toe win
54 Shaq or Tatum
55 African lan-
guage group
58 Tummy muscles
61 End of quote
64 Powerful trend
65 Serious situation
66 Morales of “La 
Bamba”
67 Mimics
68 Misjudgment
69 Cavort
DOWN 
1 Cowardly Lion 
player
2 Elliptical track
3 Liquid samples
4 6th sense
5 Six-out segment
6 One who 
performs
7 Scottish Gaelic
8 Org.
9 Guitarist Paul
10 Get ready
11 Abrupt 
transitions
12 Low joint
13 Affirmative 
responses
18 Debate topics
19 Eur. defense 
assn.
23 Male child
24 One and only
25 Former Russian 
ruler
26 Mandlikova of 
tennis
27 Colorful mount
28 King of Judea
29 Excuse
30 Bamboozled
34 Part of speech
35 Part of a 
pedestal
36 Mishmash dish
39 Genuine
40 Arrange for 
display
43 Operates a 
Hula-Hoop
46 Boxing letters
48 Pinguid
49 Close by
50 Terra __
51 Not with it
52 “The Cloister 
and the Hearth” 
author
55 Prickly husk
56 Banned apple 
spray
57 Verne captain
58 Lhasa __
59 Ray of light
60 Cut short
62 Poem of praise
63 “__ the fields we 
go...” 
SO U T H E R N IL L I N O I S  UN I V E R S I T Y
Gloria Bode says wooo it’s 
almost the weekend!
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 Heiress Paris Hilton has announced she plans to 
travel to Rwanda after she made a commitment 
to herself during her summer prison stint to use 
her celebrity status to bring attention to social 
causes. Is traveling to Rwanda a smooth 
philanthropic move for Hilton?
 The world of entertainment is 
bursting with new, old and antici-
pated events. 
Jay-Z, Lupe Fiasco and Alicia 
Keys are among an interesting line-
up of end-of-the-year CD releases. 
Beyonce is rocking a new hair color, 
and trends from fashion week are 
starting to hit the streets. 
But the SIUC campus is buzzing 
as well. 
With all this and more going on 
this week, Fashionably Late takes 
its cue from fellow columnist, Andy 
Fruth. I’ll briefly touch on a few 
things that have been dancing on my 
nerves lately.
SIUC as a party school
Monday’s DAILY EGYPTIAN 
art, comparing SIU Recreation 
Center hours to normal state schools’ 
recreation center hours, showed that 
we have less open hours. Big deal, 
we may be fatter, but that prob-
ably has more to do with beer bongs 
and house parties. What should have 
been drawn up is a comparison to 
any other university and our library 
hours. 
While I am aware and ecstatic 
that Morris is being renovated, I am 
also aware that even before renova-
tions started, the library closed early 
and opened late on the weekends. 
SIUC hasn’t been a party school 
since 2004. 
The hours aren’t totally to blame, 
but I can see how one might want 
to go to the library and get an early 
start on some work, only to be turned 
away by locked doors, and maybe end 
up at some party even though they 
only planned on going out Saturday.
Fashion Matters
Also in Monday’s paper, I 
noticed the first place and best-
in-show winners of the Emerging 
Young Designers Competition were 
nowhere to be found. Students of 
fashion design are well aware of the 
many ideals people have about fash-
ion. It’s either boring, for women, 
doesn’t require hard work, or even 
seems fun, but not a “real” major. 
Well, some of that is right 
depending on whom you ask and 
some is just incorrect, no matter what. 
While I’m sure Ultimate Frisbee is 
very entertaining, fashion design is a 
multi-billion dollar industry that does 
more than entertain. Everyone who 
has ever worn a suit to an interview 
cannot only attest to this but has been 
touched by fashion. 
Enrollment Issues
People have come from as far as 
Australia and Korea and as close as 
Chicago to major in fashion design 
or take a fashion class at SIUC. 
It’s just plain sad that even though 
SIUC is battling enrollment issues, 
no one connects more of the dots.
Fashion design and merchandis-
ing, like most of the programs in the 
College of Applied Sciences and 
Art, does a good job of attracting 
students, but if it weren’t for sub-
zero temperatures and ceilings that 
leak directly on work tables in the 
labs, it could do a much better job at 
retaining as well as attracting more 
students.
Even with all that said, I bleed 
Saluki maroon proudly.
How many places can you dou-
ble-major in a nationally recognized 
journalism program and a small but 
enviable fashion design program?
SIUC may be less of a party 
school, but it remains a place to build 
a foundation for dreams and goals to 
be realized.
Jakina Hill can be reached at 536-3311 ext 
275 or jhill@siude.com.
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Hangar 9: Paradigm
PK’s: TBA
Tres Hombres: Steve Sebby 
Band
Mugsy’s: Live Karaoke
Pinch Penny: X Ray Roger 
Jimmy
Hangar 9: Jackhead and TBA
PK’s: Slappin’ Henry Blue
Key West: By request DJ and 
Karaoke
Tres Hombres: Live DJ
Longbranch: King of 
Carbondale Chess Tournament
Cousin Andy’s: The Muses
Booby’s: Defined Perception
I-57 Dragstrip: Grudge Racing
Pinch Penny: 17th Floor
Hangar 9: Arkamo Rangers
PK’s: Slappin Henry Blue
Key West: Gotcha Entertainment
Tres Hombres: Live DJ
Longbranch: Salsa dancing and 
lessons
Booby’s: Black Forties and Clean 
Ray
I-57 Dragstrip: Super Pro $1,000 
and ET Footbrake $600
Hangar 9: Death by Karaoke w/ 
Punk Soul Brutha
Key West: Ivas John Band
Mugsy McGuires: All NFL 
games on Direct T.V.
Hangar 9: Open Mic
Hangar 9: Punk Soul Brutha
Tres Hombres: County Line
Longbranch: Open Mic
Hangar 9: DJ Beasley Hip Hop 
and Disco Show
 PULSE 
C
JAKINA HILL
jhill
@siude.com
Dancing on my nerves
FASHIONABLY LATE
Alicia Wade
Gee, now that Hilton is going 
to Rwanda I bet all the wrongs of 
the world have been righted. Hey 
Paris, how about you give some 
of your millions of inheritance to 
causes instead of pretending to be 
a crusader? Your Gucci bag alone 
could feed a large village.
Eugene Clark
I am urgently waiting for some pro-
posed plan or at least some idea of 
what exactly Hilton plans on doing in 
Rwanda. Is she going to help build 
houses, give away some of her money 
or use the trip as another excuse to 
vacation from her stressful life of doing 
nothing?
Jakina Hill
I’m sure we will hear about a 
baby she took as a souvenir next 
week because she thought that 
was the newest trend.
Audra Ord
The only kind of attention Paris can 
bring to anywhere is negative atten-
tion — my heart goes out the people 
in Rwanda she claims to be helping. 
They’ll probably be worse off with her 
presence. But at least it gets her out of 
our country for a while.
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All-American honor and qualified for 
nationals during his spring season.
Even with these accomplish-
ments, though, Newton thought Cox 
would have to fight for a top spot on 
the team.
“I thought he’d be vying for fourth 
or fifth spot,” Newton said.
However, Cox has exceeded 
expectations, Newton said, and will 
likely take the No. 1 or No. 2 position 
on the team.
Teammate Todd Obergoenner, a 
junior, said he is already noticing 
Cox’s presence in the Salukis’ line 
up.
“He’s a real solid player who hits a 
long way off the team, which allows 
him to hit low scores day in and day 
out,” Obergoenner said.
After a surprising fourth place 
finish in the MVC last year, Newton 
said Cox would have to be the key 
factor to the Salukis’ hopes of finish-
ing at the top of the conference.
The Salukis will resume fall play 
on Oct. 1 at the UTA/Water Chase 
Invitational in Arlington, Texas.
Megan Kramper can be reached at 
536-3311 ext 282 or megkramp@siu.edu.
Although the Sycamores 
gained just 59 yards through the 
air and converted two of 11 on 
third down, they didn’t commit 
any turnovers for the first time 
all season.
Indiana State’s defense has 
allowed an average of 478.5 
yards per game this season, 
and its two leading tacklers 
are sophomore linebacker Josh 
Jones, with 31 tackles, and 
redshirt freshman cornerback 
Darrius Middlebrooks, who 
has 30 tackles and one forced 
fumble.
Of 11 listed defensive start-
ers, seven Sycamores are sopho-
mores or freshmen.
Indiana State is more expe-
rienced on offense, starting six 
seniors after Murphy, a senior, 
lost the starting job at quar-
terback.
SIU senior wide receiver Phil 
Goforth said the Sycamores 
could be unpredictable on 
Saturday with the head coach 
change.
“A new guy could come in, 
change the system completely 
around and turn it around for 
them,” Goforth said. “But at the 
same time, it doesn’t scare us; it 
doesn’t bother us.”
Scott Mieszala can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.
and really a chance for you 
to get out in front of people,” 
Lowery said. “The adrenaline 
of having fans see you play, 
even if it’s just a scrimmage and 
not something you take very 
seriously.”
Gazdik, who marketed sim-
ilar events at Xavier University, 
said he hopes to see 9,000 
screaming Saluki fans greet the 
team at the event. He said the 
Xavier events traditionally net-
ted 4,000 to 5,000 fans.
The fact that the event is 
televised nationally, Lowery 
said, should provide great expo-
sure for the program and its 
fans.
“Any chance you get to be 
on TV is obviously a plus,” 
Lowery said. “It doesn’t mean 
anything to our players because 
most of them have been on TV 
quite a bit in their careers. It’s 
just a chance for our new guys 
to get a chance to be in front 
of cameras, and hopefully it’s 
more of a fan friendly event for 
our fans than it is an event for 
our players.”
Sean McGahan can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 269 or mcgahan@siu.edu.
BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
GOLF
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
 Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN
 This weekend it will be tougher than 
usual for the SIU cross country team to 
bring home the hardware.
The Salukis will run in the Notre 
Dame Invitational in South Bend, Ind., 
and compete with 15 men and wom-
en’s teams combined that are nationally 
ranked in the top 30.
The SIU men’s team will compete 
with the cream of the crop in the blue 
race, which will include some of the top 
teams in the nation, including No. 10 
North Carolina State, No. 11 Providence 
and the host, No.13 Notre Dame.
Even with the intimidation factor, 
junior Mohamed Mohamed said the 
Salukis wouldn’t be nervous and will 
enter the meet as underdogs with a chip 
on their shoulders.
“It just makes us get out there and 
race better,” said Mohamed, who was 
named MVC cross country runner of 
the week on Tuesday. “We just want 
to beat some ranked teams and give us 
some points going into nationals.”
Last time SIU visited South Bend 
in 2004, the men’s team finished 22nd 
overall.
Head coach Matt Sparks said he is 
looking for what he called the “big three” 
— Mohamed, Schirmer and senior 
Kevin Doran — to have their best races 
so far this season.
“They knew they had a big week 
coming up this week and next, so they’ve 
been holding themselves back,” Sparks 
said.
Sparks will also be looking at the 
rest of the lineup, including freshmen 
Dan Dunbar and Kyle Kirchner, and 
sophomores Tyler Bradford and Greg 
McBride to cut down on their times.
Even though the Salukis have taken 
home two first place team titles, Sparks 
said he is really hoping the team can fin-
ish in the top 10.
“It doesn’t sound like a real lofty goal, 
but when I break down the teams that 
are going to be there, if we can do that, 
that puts us on a national level,” Sparks 
said.
For the women, A’Seret Dokubo, who 
placed third in the Saluki Invitational, 
and Nefetri Williams, who placed fifth, 
will run in the gold race, which features 
more of the unranked Division I teams 
mixed with Division II and III schools.
Sparks said even though the team 
might not see as much nationally ranked 
competition as the men, they will get 
the exposure against MVC schools, 
such as Northern Iowa, Illinois State 
and Indiana State before the conference 
championships in October.
Dokubo said this weekend might 
put more pressure on the freshmen who 
haven’t experienced the feel of a big meet 
yet and will be a learning experience for 
them.
“We’ve been facing the same teams 
the past two weeks, so it’s good to face 
different teams so its not just us always 
trying to go for first place,” Dokubo 
said.
Megan Kramper can be reached at 536-
3311 ext 282 or megkramp@siu.edu.
Salukis to face difficult 
competition in South Bend
CROSS COUNTRY
DUVALE RILEY ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Jordan Cox, a sophomore from 
Springfield, placed first at the 
Jackson State University National 
Invitational, which earned him 
MVC golfer of the week Sept. 19.
siuDE.com siuDE.com siuDE.com siuDE.com siuDE.com siuDE.com siuDE.com
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Saluki Insider
SEAN MCGAHAN
smcgahan
@siude.com
SCOTT MIESZALA
smieszala
@siude.com
It was announced Wednesday that Michael Vick tested positive for marijuana earlier this 
month. Should the test affect his potential reinstatement into the NFL?
“I can’t think of a better way to wind down 
from a long day of football practice than sparking 
up a doob, filling up the bathtub and electro-
cuting some dogs. At least Vick can always join 
Ricky Williams for Lenny Kravitz’ Asian tour while 
the rest of the stars are sweating it out on the 
gridiron.”  
“Although Michael Vick is technically still 
on the Falcons’ roster, Atlanta owner Arthur 
Blank had said the only reason Vick hasn’t 
been cut is salary cap reasons. As a result of 
this positive test, Vick is not allowed out of 
the house from 10 p.m. until 6 a.m., so he’s 
being punished fairly already.”  
“The guy’s career has already gone down 
the drain, so what’s one more misdemeanor? 
He might as well have some fun before he 
heads off to the slammer.”  
The New York Daily 
News reported that Giants’ 
running back Brandon 
Jacobs, who is recovering 
from a knee injury, “hasn’t 
ruled out practicing later 
this week.” Jacobs, a former 
Saluki, ran for 26 yards on 
six carries in Week 1 before 
leaving the game with the 
injury.
Do you have questions for the Saluki 
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com
Brandon Jacobs
SALUKI TRACKER
“As an NFL player, he signs a contract in accordance with the NFL 
and its policies, and he should be held accountable for any violation of 
those policies. I think he has more problems to worry about than the 
drug charges, so he first has to deal with the major legal issues facing 
him currently with the dogfighting, and worry secondly about getting 
back into the league.” 
– SIU senior women’s golfer Kelly Gerlach
GUEST COMMENTATOR: KELLY GERACH
MEGAN KRAMPER
mkramper
@siude.com
Madness at the Arena
SO U T H E R N IL L I N O I S  UN I V E R S I T Y
S INSIDER, page 15: Another hit against Vick, what should this mean?
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 Scott Mieszala
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 The Indiana State University foot-
ball team’s interim head coach has a 
tall task in his first game as a head 
coach since 1997: facing the Salukis.
The Sycamores, who will host No. 
7 SIU on Saturday, started the season 
0-4 and announced Tuesday that Lou 
West would no longer be the head 
coach after compiling a 1-25 record 
in his two-plus seasons.
Dennis Raetz was given the head 
coaching reins on an interim basis for 
a team that allows 38.5 points per 
game and will face a team leading 
the Gateway Football Conference in 
offensive scoring.
Raetz was the head coach 
of the Sycamores from 1980 
to 1997, and he has since 
been the school’s asso-
ciate director of ath-
letics for compliance 
and internal affairs. 
His career record as a 
head coach is 94-105-1, 
going 9-10 against the 
Salukis.
SIU head coach Jerry 
Kill said he is going to prepare his 
team accordingly after watching a 
tape of the team’s game perfor-
mance, and if Indiana State 
plays differently than expect-
ed, an adjustment would be 
made.
“If you block and 
tackle and do the 
fundamental things, 
that’s what football 
comes down to, and hope-
fully we’ll do that well on 
Saturday,” Kill said.
In four games this season, 
Sycamore quarterback Reilly Murphy 
completed 50.5 percent of his passes 
and tossed two touchdowns and five 
interceptions.
During the Sycamores’ last game 
— Sept. 22 against Eastern Illinois — 
redshirt freshman Charles Dowdell 
took over for the quarterback, com-
pleting four of seven passes for 62 
yards, a touchdown and no intercep-
tions.
Against Eastern Illinois, Indiana 
State allowed 609 yards of total 
offense, and gained 216.
Sycamores not so sturdy
Indiana enters game 
against SIU with 
new head coach
 Megan Kramper
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 A year ago Jordan Cox was 
told there wasn’t a spot for him 
on the SIU men’s golf team.
Cox was recruited by SIU head 
coach Leroy Newton out of high 
school, but was advised 
by the coach to spend 
a year in community 
college if he wanted to 
attend SIU because all 
spots on the team were 
filled.
This season, 
though, the sopho-
more golfer has shown he has 
earned a roster spot.
Cox, who transferred to 
SIU from Springfield College 
this season, was named 
Missouri Valley Conference 
Golfer of the Week Sept. 19 
after he finished in first place 
in the Jackson State University 
National Invitational in 
Tunica, Miss.
The wait seems to have paid off.
Cox was the Salukis’ top fin-
isher in SIU’s first two tourna-
ments. Cox finished in eighth 
place at the Wasioto Winds Kick 
Off Invitational on Sept. 4 and 
first place at the JSU Invitational 
Sept. 18.
With Cox’s help, the Salukis 
have earned two second place 
trophies and are off to their best 
start since the 2004-
2005 season, when 
they placed fourth in 
the MVC.
Cox said he has 
made a smooth tran-
sition from playing at 
a community college 
to Division I with the 
help of his teammates.
“It’s a really good team atmo-
sphere,” Cox said.
Last year in Springfield, 
Cox earned the National Junior 
College Athletic Association 
From no spot 
to No. 1 spot
Jordan Cox excels 
after year at 
community college
JOSEPH C. GARZA ~ TRIBUNE-STAR PROVIDED PHOTO
Indiana State quarterback Charles Dowdell throws the ball at a 
team practice. Dowdell, a redshirt freshman, has completed four of 
seven passes with one touchdown this season.
See FOOTBALL, Page 14 See GOLF, Page 14
I thought he’d be 
vying for fourth 
or fifth spot.
 — Leroy Newton
head coach
“
FOOTBALL MEN’S GOLF
 Sean McGahan
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 Ball boys and coaches won’t be 
the only ones watching when the 
SIU men’s basketball team suits up 
for its first practice of the season.
One of the ESPN networks is 
slated to air the Salukis first offi-
cial practice — dubbed “Maroon 
Madness” as a take-off on the tradi-
tional Midnight Madness events to 
mark the first practice of the college 
basketball season — on Oct. 12.
The event is set to begin at 7 p.m. 
at the SIU Arena and will be free 
to fans.
The team hosted similar events 
in the 1990s under then-head coach 
Bruce Weber called “Almost Late 
Night,” and has recently hosted 
“Afternoon Madness” under head 
coach Chris Lowery.
Lowery said this year’s event 
would be more encompassing of the 
heights Saluki basketball has reached 
in recent years.
“It’ll be different because in the 
past we’ve really downplayed it and 
haven’t had a chance to really market 
it the way it should be,” Lowery said. 
“Now we are, and it’s going to be a 
true ‘Midnight Madness.’”
The event is set to air as part 
of a two-hour special on a yet-to-
be-determined ESPN network with 
similar events from Georgetown 
University, the University of 
Memphis and Davidson College, 
said Mark Gazdik, assistant athletic 
director of marketing.
The program will be the first time 
SIU fans will get to see the 2007-08 
basketball team on the court, and will 
include a dunk contest, three-point 
contest, prize giveaways for students 
and a post-practice autograph ses-
sion, Gazdik said.
Lowery said he remembers the 
event fondly from his times in a 
maroon jersey.
“It was just a fun time — the start 
of practice, the start of a new season, 
ESPN to air first basketball 
practice of  the season
SIU forward 
Randal Falker 
greets fans at 
the Willimson 
County Aiport 
as he and fellow 
teammates 
arrive back in 
southern Illinois 
following their 
victory over 
Virginia Tech in 
the first round of 
the Men’s NCAA 
Tournament in 
Columbus, Ohio, 
on March 18. 
Falker and the 
team will take 
to the floor of 
the SIU Arena 
for the first 
time Oct. 12 in 
the nationally 
televised 
‘Maroon 
Madness.’ 
ANTHONY SOUFFLÉ
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MEN’S BASKETBALL
See BASKETBALL, Page 14
